
“Congratulations on your forthcoming event”. 
Our Balloon Decorating Service have been professionally decorating 

for over 20 years and are proud to say most of our customers are  
recommended by previous customers, their family and friends. 
Over the years we have looked after our customers Birthdays,  

Engagements, Weddings, Anniversaries, New Arrivals and many 
other occasions”. 

 

3 Balloons on a basic weight (from)       £5.50   

5 Balloons Classic         £8.50 
top themed balloon with another inserted and another 2 pairs of balloons below 

Single Pearl Double Doorway /Cake Balloon Arch  £28.00 

Single Pearl Head Table Balloon Arch    £58.00 

Link-a-Balloon Double Doorway/Cake Arch   £38.00 

Link-a-Balloon Head Table Arch     £68.00 

Spiral Pearl Double Doorway Balloon Arch on frame  £90.00 

3 Clouds of Love       £55.00 

Floor Clusters of 10 Balloons (from)    £12.50 

Floor Standing Balloon Column/Topiary Tree (from)  £25.00 

Deco Bubble Displays (from)      £16.00 

Exploding Balloon with Decorative popper (18 inch)  £28.00 

Giant Exploding Balloon with Decorative popper (36 inch £43.00 

Large Unique Personalised Foil Balloon (from)   £28.00 

Personalised Banner (approx 5ft x 2ft from)    £25.00 

Personalised Foil Balloon Table Decoration   £11.50 

Large Personalised Heart on Frame    £70.00 
 
 

 

Organza colour co-ordinated Weights (from)     £2.50 

Car Bow (1 large,2 small ) and Ribbon             £15.00  

Deluxe Car Bows and Personalised Ribbon            £20.00 

Top Table  Swags and 3 Bows (from)                  £20.00 

Teddy Bears with Personalised Ribbon       £1.90 each (min. of 40) 

Boxed Belgium Chocolates               £1.80 each (min. of 40) 

2 in a box with Personalised Ribbon         

Bear in a Balloon (from)               £18.00 

Diamonte Crystals for Tables (28gm bag)                      £1.99 

Personalised Wedding Post Box             £19.00 

Childrens Activity Packs (from)     £1.50 

BOURNEMOUTH BALLOON COMPANY 

215 Seabourne Road 

Southbourne 

Bournemouth BH5 2HL 

Tel: 01202 420284 

Mob: 07850208638 

E-mail: sales@bournemouthballoons.com 

Balloon Decorating Website: bournemouthballoons.com 

Visit our internet shop for all your party accessories at 

partystore4u.com 



 
 

 

For 60-100 people 
 

8 Table Decorations 

to consist of 3 balloons 

~ 

2 Head Table Decorations 

consisting of 4 balloons, top balloon (1 balloon with another  

inserted) with another pair below 

~ 

Single Pearl Head Table Balloon Arch 

this will be large enough to fit behind the head table and easily 

moveable to fit round a D.J. area, Buffet or entrance for the 

evening 

~ 

2 Floor Standing Arrangements 

consisting of 11 balloons, top balloon 1 balloon inside of another  

to match head table with a further 9 balloons below 
 

Total Price £130.00 Includes all boxed weights, local delivery and displaying 

“Sometimes it can be very difficult to know how many and what sort of   
decorations you require for your special occasion. Hence, we have devised the 
following packages that just might help you with your decision”. 
 
“Over the years we have found our packages work extremely well and lend 
themselves to any occasion, they are primarily around weddings but are easily 
adaptable to suit any celebratory occasion. The price you see is the price you 
pay, it includes your choice of colours, all weights, local delivery, and our pro-
fessional Balloon Decorator arranging the balloons at your location. You 
might wish to add other decorations and these will be charged as extras. If you 
are unsure then we will offer you our advice every step of the way”. 
 
“Our decorations will enhance the surroundings and not overtake it. We have 
the benefit of knowing what most function rooms will look like once they are 
decorated so, please feel free to use our knowledge to help you arrive at what 
will be best for you”. 

 
For 80-150 people 

 

10 Table Decorations 

to consist of 3 balloons 

~ 

2 Head Table Decorations 

consisting of 6 balloons, top balloon (1 balloon with another  

inserted) with another 2 pairs of balloons below 

~ 

Single Pearl Head Table Balloon Arch 

this will be large enough to fit behind the head table and easily moveable 

to fit round a D.J. area, buffet or entrance for the evening 

~ 

Large Personalised Foil Balloon decorated with balloon neck and base 

with Organza drop 

~ 

4 Floor Standing Arrangements 

11 balloons to consist of top balloon (1 balloon inside of another)  

to match head table with a further 9 balloons below 
 

Total Price £180.00 Includes all boxed weights, local delivery and displaying 

 

 

 

8 Table Decorations 

to consist of 3 balloons 

~ 

2 Head Table Deco Bubble Decorations 

consisting of large bubble balloon with balloon inside, with balloon  

collar and base. Place either on or either end of head table 

~ 

Link-a-Balloon Head Table Arch 

consisting of latex balloons with collars of small balloons.. Large 

enough to fit behind the head table, a D.J. area, Buffet or entrance for 

the evening 

~ 

2 Deco Bubble Floor Standing Arrangements 

consisting of large 24” bubble balloon with balloon inside. 

 

Total Price £155.00 Includes all boxed weights, local delivery and displaying 


